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Candy Camera for iOS Updated - Photos With Real-Time Filters and Effects
Published on 05/20/15
JP Brothers today releases Candy Camera 1.53.1, an update to their photo app for iOS
devices. Candy Camera allows anyone to take photos, apply real-time artistic filters, and
easily edit them. This entertaining photo app also includes unique photo beautification
effects, including blemish removal, make-up functions, and a handy slimming effect. Users
can share their photos by posting it to popular social networks. With over 100 photo
frames, this version's new stickers only add to the fun!
Seoul, Korea - JP Brothers is pleased today to announce the release of Candy Camera 1.53.1
for iOS devices. Candy Camera allows users to capture precious moments with their iPhone,
without the hassle of applying filters afterwards. Candy Camera offers over 100 unique
artistic filters, easy photo editing options, and the ability to post to Instagram,
Facebook, Twitter, and more. Take selfies, edit and add effects with just the swipe of a
finger, and then share them with friends.
Candy Camera's real-time filters show users the results before they take the shot, and do
not require tinkering with any settings there afterwards. With over 100 unique artistic
filters, the app also includes a skin correction filter, which was created specifically
for taking selfies. Candy Camera's easy editing controls allow users to edit the
brightness, contrast, saturation, and resolution, of photos. Anyone can crop and rotate
photos, apply a Mosaic function, or a Lomo effect.
"Users love posting selfies on popular social networks like Facebook and Instagram," says
JP Brothers CEO Ji Ho Seo. "Candy Camera makes it easy to take a photo, applying real-time
effects with just a quick swipe of a finger. Then they can edit the photo, adding
whichever beautification effect they'd like, and share it with friends and family over the
Internet. As of July 2014, Candy Camera, had served more than 40,000,000 global users and
had generated more than 2,600,000,000 unique photos. So you can see how popular the app
is!"
Features:
* Real-time filters instantly show what a photo will look like.
* 100+ artistic and unique filters, including a skin correction filter specifically for
selfies
* Simple and easy editing: Change brightness, contrast, saturation, resolution, crop and
rotate photos
* Special Mosaic function, and Lomo effect
* Skin whitening effect, Blemish removal, Make-up functions - eyeliner, mascara and blush
* Slimming effect - no blurring, only natural slimming functions
* Make pictures artsy with light effects
* Make pictures stand out with about 100 photo frames available
* Create unique pictures with a diverse range of stickers
* Version 1.53.1 includes a new set of stickers
* Instantly share photos to Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and more
Candy Camera also provides the tools for users to perform beautification and makeup
effects with a single touch. Photos can be beautified via skin whitening effects, blemish
removal, and make-up functions - including: eyeliner, mascara and blush - as well as a
slimming effect, which contains no blurring, only a natural slimming function.
Once users have applied effects and filters, they can make their photos stand out with
artsy effects, nearly 100 picture frames, and fun, colorful stickers. When a photo looks
just as it should, it can be instantly shared to social networks, including Instagram,
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Facebook, Twitter, and more.
"Our photo frames and colorful range of fun stickers is what really makes Candy Camera
stand out," continued Ji Ho Seo. "With the unlimited possibilities of all the effects,
filters, stickers and frames, users can start out with the same photo, and never wind up
with the same end result twice. Candy Camera's great features will have users creating
beautiful photos, and indulging themselves and others into the world of beautiful,
fascinating, and memorable photos. The photos will create an impression that will last
forever!"
Supported Languages:
* English, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Simplified Chinese, Spanish and Traditional Chinese
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* iOS 6.0 or later
* 22.6MB
Pricing and Availability:
Candy Camera 1.53.1 is free, and available worldwide through the App Store in the Photo
and Video category. Users can also update to the Pro Version via an in-app purchase of
$7.99, which unlocks all of the camera features. The Pro Version includes all of the
sticker packs, which are also available separately as in-app purchases of $0.99 or $1.99.
JP Brothers:
http://www.jp-brothers.com/
Candy Camera 1.53.1:
http://www.jp-brothers.com/#!candy-camera/c1j5v
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/candy-camera/id881267423
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.joeware.android.gpulumera&hl=en
Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/9a/59/38/9a5938c2-ba07-0a90-d435-ecbe09cc4731/s
creen568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple3/v4/cf/01/4b/cf014bf0-dc79-b99ed199-e321725f50ee/icon175x175.png

Located in Seoul, Korea, JP Brothers, Inc. was founded in 2011 by Ji Ho Seo, and is
committed to deliver the best experience of taking, keeping, and sharing mobile photos. JP
Brothers are passionate about designing and crafting top quality services to satisfy their
users. Copyright (C) 2015 JP Brothers, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone, iPad and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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